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all group) and there stock exchange.
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Respondents were also asked to identify any
additional red flags not specifically covered
by the questionnaire. The follOWing were
suggested:
~ Merger and de-merger of group

companies.
i\l Significant presence of financial

executives at top management.
'" A change in financial year-ends

(making accounting results
incomparable).

'iii Size of the auditing firm in relation to
the client.

~~ Limited management oversight on
remote operations.
Unskilled, inexperienced executives
pushed into positions prematurely.

.. Frequent corporate restructuring.
~, Significant changes in the structure of

the income, fees, interest.
~ Good news too good to be true.
'" Wide fluctuations in financial ratios

from year to year.
~ Share optiOns being re-priced.

Summary
The aim of the survey is to consider the
importance of red flags to lenders and
investors in South Africa. An approach to
red flags from the perspective of lenders and
investors is a relatively under-researched area
if compared to what was done from an
auditor's perspective. It is however,
important that auditors and managers take
cognisance of the opinion of lenders and
investors concerning red flags as reflected in
this research. Negative perceptions of
lenders and investors resulting from red flags
can be reflected in a weaker share price,
difficulties in obtaining funding and in the
off loading of shares.
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checklists may be helpful in assessing the
risk of fraud in financial statements 36
(78%) of the respondents agreed. The same
respondents also indicated that such
questionnaires and checklists may also be
helpful in collecting relevant information.

Both lenders and investors identified the
red flag "dishonest or unethical
management" as the most important.
However, they did not rank the same red
flags as least important, although there were
commonalities with respect to the three least
important red flags. What is interesting
about the three least important red flags is
that they are all related to the operating
characteristics of the business. The most
important red flags focused on management
characteristics and influence over the
control environment. This seems to support
prior research that the best predictive red
flags are those on the attitudes and
situational pressures on management. A
statistical analysis of the results (Mann
Whitney test) indicated however, that
respondents did not necessarily attach more
importance to this latter category.
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The following are apparent from the survey:

Lenders and investors in South Africa were in the majority
of instances aware of red flags;
Respondents did not tend to use formalized methods such
as red flag checklists I questionnaires;
Lenders and investors rated the red flags as being very
important;
No clear statistical distinction was discernable in the
relative importance of different categories of red flags,
such as management characteristics, operational stability,
and financial stability and industry conditions; and
Both investors and lenders indicated that dishonest or
unethical management was the singularly most important
red flag indicator.
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